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Abstract
The three dimensional (3-D) structure of cation-transporting ATPase (ctATPase) of Mycobacterium tuberculosis CDC 1551 has
been generated from amino acid sequence using homology modeling with backbone structure of calcium ATPase of
Oryctolagus cuniculus as template. The model was generated using the method of satisfaction of spatial restraints by mod6v2
version of MODELLER. The generated 3-D structure of ctATPase) of M. tuberculosis was evaluated at various web interfaced
servers i.e., WHAT IF, PRODOM, Pfam and PROCHECK which checks the stereo chemical quality of the structure in terms of
bonds, bond angles, dihedral angles and non-bonded atom-atom distances, structural as well as functional domains etc., The
generated model was visualized using the RASMOL visualization tool.

INTRODUCTION
With it's re-emergence, tuberculosis (TB) has become a
major health problem worldwide and now a days it became a
global emergency. It causes nearly 3 million deaths annually
and an estimated 8.8 million new cases are reported every
year. M. tuberculosis strain CDC 1551 is a highly
transmissible strain which exhibited unusually high levels of
infectivity and virulence during a recent outbreak of
tuberculosis in a rural community. The complete genome of
CDC 1551 (EMBL Accession number AE000516) consists
of 4,403,836 base pairs [9,13]. This strain develops lung and
spleen infections that are nearly identical to those caused by
Mycobacterium tuberculosis strains Erdman, H37RV and
Indian. Iron acquisition is critical for M. tuberculosis
survival and replication in the infected host. Iron is essential
as a cofactor of enzymes involved in vital cellular functions
ranging from respiration to DNA replication. Limitation of
this metal triggers an extensive response aimed at enhancing
iron acquisition while coping with iron deficiency.
Pathogens have to compete for iron in the host in order to
multiply and establish a successful infection [16]. Studies in
M. tuberculosis using one- and two-dimensional gel
electrophoresis combined with mass spectroscopy and
sequence information have shown that the levels of several
proteins change in response to iron availability [22]. Among

these, a putative cation-transporting ATPase was induced in
bacteria grown in a low-iron medium suggesting its
importance in the maintenance of vital processes that depend
on iron-containing cofactors including electron transport,
energy metabolism and DNA synthesis [8]. The ctATPase
plays a major role in the influx of ferrous ions during iron
deficiency in the bacterium. They perform multiple vital
functions in the cells which include ATPase activity coupled
to trans-membrane movement of ions (ion-transport),
phosphorylative mechanism, hydrolase activity and
regulation of cation homeostasis [8]. Bacteria use ctATPase
to pump out toxic heavy metal ions. These ATPases are
important for intracellular bacteria like M. tuberculosis,
which require transition metal cations for the synthesis of
superoxide dismutases, and catalases which constitute an
important line of defense against macrophage's killing
mechanisms [10,16]. There is now compelling evidence that
iron acquisition is critical for M. tuberculosis survival and
replication in infected host. Hence present study has been
conducted to understand and elucidate the 3-D structure of
ctATPase of M. tuberculosis by homology modeling.
Through the insights gained from its 3-D structure, the
functionally important domains are well characterized.
Knowledge of these structural features of ctATPase of M.
tuberculosis is essential for establishing its catalytic action
mechanism at molecular level as well to target the protein
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for designing effective and selective drug.

METHODOLOGY
The ctATPase of M. tuberculosis CDC 1551 (gi|15839483|)
having 752 amino acids was modeled by using ATPase
Oryctolagus cuniculus as a reference template (PDB ID
:1VFP) whose crystal structure is known at 2.6A resolution
(http://www.rcsb.org/pdb). Structural homologue to target
sequence was find by BLAST-p against PDB database at
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/BLAST [1]. The 3-D structure
of ctATPase of M. tuberculosis CDC 1551 was generated by
homology modeling routine of MODELLER release 6v2.
This routine includes the satisfaction of spatial and
geometric restraints and a very fast molecular dynamic
annealing: no other refinements were applied. MODELLER
accepts the alignment of the sequence to be modelled with
related known structures and automatically calculates a
model with all non-hydrogen atoms that satisfies the
restraints as well as possible and 3-D model was obtained by
optimization of a molecular probability density function [2].
Thus generated 3-D structure was visualized by RASMOL
[19]. The stereo chemical quality of the structure was
analyzed using PROCHECK [15] which uses Ramchandran
map [17] to check peptide bond planarity, bond lengths, bond
angles, hydrogen bond geometry, and side chain
conformations of protein structures as a function of atomic
resolution. The functional domains of ctATPase of M.
tuberculosis were obtained by submitting 3-D structure to
Pfam at http://www.sanger.ac.uk/Software/Pfam [4, 5].
Prediction of secondary structure was done at WHAT IF
(http://swift.cmbi.kun.nl/whatif/) [21]. The sequence segment
domains for ctATPase were found in Swiss Prot database by
BLASTp and the same were aligned by multiple sequence
alignment using PRODOM at
http://prodes.toulouse.inra.fr/prodom.html [7].

RESULTS
Most functional restraints on evolutionary divergence
operate at the level of tertiary structure hence 3-D structures
are more conserved in evolution than sequence [3]. The 3D
structure of protein is an important source of information to
better understand the function of a protein, its interactions
with other compounds (ligands, proteins, DNA) and to
understand phenotypical effects of mutations [20]. A large
number of techniques have been developed to predict 3-D
structures of proteins among which homology modeling is
one of the best [14]. Homology modeling is historically the
first [6] and MODELLER has been considered as most
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accurate method [18]. Hence in the present study also we
used homology modeling using MODELLER to generate the
3-D structure of ctATPase. The 3-D structure of ctATPase in
M. tuberculosis CDC 1551 generated from MODELLER
contains large bifurcated beta-sheets (mainly anti parallel)
covered on both sides with helices and loops (Fig1 A-D).
The ctATPase structure showed trans-membrane helices
(Figure 1-C), some of which are well conserved throughout
the super family thus they all operate via a similar
mechanism. The beta sheet covered on both sides with
helices and loops is probably the region where the ferric ion
or other cations bind before being channeled down through
the trans-membrane helices.
Figure 1

Figure 1: Cation transporting ATPase (ctATPase) of CDC
1551. Model generated MODELLER mod.6v2 version. The
3-D structure of ctATPase was visualized with RASMOL
and represented in the form of spacefill (A), cartoons (B),
ribbons (C) and backbone (D).

The predicted secondary structure of ctATPase obtained
from WHAT IF server (Table 1) clearly indicated the
sequence positions of different turns (79), helices (30) and
sheets (28). Tentatively ctATPase structure was verified at
PROCECK (Table 2) and correspondingly Ramachandran
plot (Figure 2) was also constructed to validate the structure
[17].
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Figure 2

Figure 3

Table 1: Secondary structure of ctATPase of CDC1551
obtained from WHAT IF (). The primary sequence of protein
along with predicted secondary structures displayed
simultaneously (H – helx, T – turns and S – sheets).

Table 2: Procheck summery for ctATPase of CDC1551
obtained at .

Figure 4

Figure 2: Ramachandran Plot for generated 3-D structure of
ctATPase of CDC 1551 obtained from WHAT IF web
interface server. Color codes for secondary structures – blue
-helix, red - strand and green - turns and random coil.

The function of a protein is generally determined by shape,
dynamics and physiochemical properties of its solvent
exposed molecular surface. Likewise functional differences
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among the members of the same protein family are usually a
consequence of the structural differences on the protein
surface [11, 12]. Hence the functional domains of ctATPase
were established through Pfam server and PRODOM and the
results clearly revealed three major domains namely HMA
(18-79 amino acids), E1-E2-ATPase (215-436 amino acids),
and hydrolase (440-667 amino acids) which are responsible
for heavy metal binding, phosphorylation activity and
hydrolase activity of the protein respectively (Figure 3,
Figure 4 and Table 3).
Figure 5

Figure 3: The ctATPase of showing three major domains.
The HMA domain -green (18-79), E1-E2 ATPase domain red (215-436) and Hydrolase domain - yellow (440-667).
Results obtained from Pfam server and visualized with
RASMOL( Ribbons)

Figure 6

Table 3: Major functional domains of ctATPase of
CDC1551. Domains, related bits score and e-values obtained
from Pfam server which gives relationship of match
sequences from server.

DISCUSSION
Iron transport by ctATPase in M. tuberculosis is of great
significance as iron is an essential nutrient whose
concentration is critical in determining the outcome of
infection with pathogenic CDC 1551 strain of M.
tuberculosis and hence competition for iron plays a pivotal
role in the interaction between host and parasite. Such clues
can help in boosting up medical research to combat
tuberculosis. Iron is an obligate cofactor for at least 40
different enzymes encoded in the Mycobacterium
tuberculosis genome [8]. Cytochromes involved in electron
transport, ribonucleotide reducates for DNA synthesis and
superoxide dismutase for defense against macrophages are
the three important enzymes that require iron [2]. Restricting
access of this organism to iron can be adopted as an effective
strategy for the treatment of the disease caused by it. M.
tuberculosis CDC 1551 has evolved a complex web of
biosynthetic and metabolic pathways to obtain, store and
regulate the use of iron. Unraveling of the intricacies of this
system may help in the development of new drugs for
effective regulation of tuberculosis. Further progress towards
new therapies to counter mycobacterial infection requires an
even greater understanding of the complexities of proteins
that interact with iron within the bacterium. Hence it is
predicted that characterization of proteins involved in cation
transport specifically ctATPase will provide complete
understanding of M. tuberculosis iron acquisition machinery.
This knowledge should provide new targets for therapeutic
intervention against tuberculosis. The 3-D structure
generated for ctATPase of M. tuberculosis CDC-1551 is
further under investigation in our lab to establish its
interaction with small inhibitor molecules (SIM) from ligand
database using AUTODOCK and TRIPHOS software, which
will results in emerging with new drugs to combat
tuberculosis more effectively.
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